We report here a new method for the direct sequencing of large DNA inserts of cosmid clones from human chromosomes using STS primers of 14 nucleotides without any mismatches, which are designed from results of a mathematical analysis. It is clear that STS primer of 14 nucleotides is optimum for direct sequencing of cosmid recombinant DNA clones. We also provide examples of direct sequencing of cosmid clones of human chromosome 21 using these STS primers.
INTRODUCTION
Human chromosomes have been well characterized genetically as part of an effort to identify the many genes that are potentially involved in important inherited disorders (Scoggin and Patterson, 1982; Siddique et al., 1991; St. George-Hyslop et al., 1987) . The mapping of human chromosomes requires detailed information of nucleotide sequences. Several standard steps in general use for molecular cloning, such as screening, subcloning, and nucleotide sequencing, are required to generate such an information. Sequence-tagged sites (STSs), which are short tracts of operationally unique DNA sequences, have recently been used for generation of megabase contigs of particular chromosome regions (Olson et al., 1990) . Here, we describe the design of STS primers of optimum length by computerized mathematical analysis, as well as a new method of primer-directed sequencing of large DNAs from cosmid recombinant clones by use of optimized STS primers without any intermediate molecular-cloning steps. Jpn J Human Genet the total sequence (1.3 x l0 s bases, see GenBank Release 77.0) using GCG software on VAX-4000 computer. Only one of random primers, CATAGTAGTGACCC-GT, is shown as an example in Table 1 . By means of this method, sequences of 130 random primers, divided into thirteen experimental sections from no. 4 to no. 16 (see Table 1 ) were generated and matched with the total sequence in GenBank.
The cosmid clones were constructed from the human-Chinese hamster hybrid 153E9a3 cell line (Patterson et al., 1985) using the pWE15 vector (Toyobo Inc., Tokyo) by a standard method (Sambrook et al., 1989) . PCR was performed using the DNA thermal cycler (Cetus, Norwalk, CT) in a total volume of 10 ~al that contained 50 ng of genomic DNA, 10 pmol of each primer, 1.4 mM MgC12, 200 mM dNTPs, 50 mM KC1, 10 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 8.3), 0.6 unit of DNA polymerase from Thermus aquaticus (Taq; Toyobo Inc., Tokyo), and 0.01 ~ gelatin. Amplification was performed for 25 cycles with denaturation at 94~ for 1 min, annealing at 55~ for 2 min, and extension at 72~ for 3 min. Amplified DNA products were separated on a 2-mm-thick sequencing gel containing 10~ polyacrylamide/15~ glycerol. PCR-specific fragments were recovered and used as probes for screening cosmid clones (pC511, pC512, pC513, pC267, and pC522-2, see Table 2 ) by single colony hybridization.
The cosmid clones DNAs that contained a DNA fragment of 40 to 45 kbp from a human chromosome were purified and then sequenced by a modified version of the method for primer-directed sequencing of cosmid DNA. Each annealing reaction was performed in a total volume of 10 ,al that contained 10-15 ~g of denatured cosmid DNA, 2 ~u. 1 of 5 x reaction buffer and 1 ,al of 0.5 pmoI of STS primer (15-, 14-, 13-, or 12-mer) or T3 promoter primer (20-mer; Promege Co., Madison, WI) or pBR322-primer PI (16-met; Takara Shuzo Co., Kyoto) as controls. The reaction mixture was warmed to 65~ for 30 min and then cooled slowly to room temperature over a period of about 30 min. After annealing, the reaction mixture was supplemented with 1 ~1 of 0.1 M DTT, 2 ~l of diluted labeling mix, 0.5 ~.1 of [~-a~-P]dCTP, 2 31 of diluted enzyme from a kit (Sequenase| Version 2.0; Toyobo Inc., Tokyo) and incubated for 10 min at 37~ Aliquots of 3.5 ~zl were removed and mixed with each of four ddNTP termination mixes (ddATP or ddGTP or dd-CTP or ddTTP), with subsequent incubation at 37~ for 10 rain. The reactions were stopped by addition of 4 ~zl of stop solution. Then 1.2 l_d of each sample was used for sequencing in the usual way (Slightom and Sieu, 1992; Tang et al., 1992) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Several methods for the direct sequencing of large DNA fragments such as those involving genomic cosmid and P1 phage recombinant clones, have been reported (Slightom and Sieu, 1992) . However, when these methods are used, it is sometimes difficult to sequence the DNA because of poor annealing of the primer to large pieces of DNA when the length of the STS primer is more than 20 nucleotides (Sambrook et al., 1989; Lathe, 1985; Ikuta et al., 1987) . Thus, it is now important to know the optimum length of STS primers that is long enough for specific annealing and short enough to assure perfect matches between the primers and large fragment of DNA. In order to determine the shortest practical lengths of the STS primers, it is necessary to estimate the frequency of matching of the primer to the genome of interest. For example, in the case of hybridization blotting of DNA, the number of independent perfect matches (K) for a synthetic oligonucleotide probe of length L in a genome of complexity C can be calculated from the following equation: K=(1/4) L x2C (Lathe, 1985) . When 4L=2C, the sequence of the oligonucleotide would be expected to occur only once in a genome. In the case of the human genome, 2C~6x 109 and L~I6. Thus, an oligonucleotide probe of 16 nucleotides would be expected to be matched with and to hybridize to a human genome only once. However, it is well known that many repeated sequences, such as moderately repetitive DNAs, highly repetitive DNAs, RNA genes (rRNA, tRNA), satellite DNA, histone gene and a large amount of poly A sequences, constitute over 50 ~ of human genome (Britten and Davidson, 1971 ; Darnell, 1976 Darnell, , 1983 Pardue and Gall, 1970; Singer and Skowronski, 1985; Sinclair and Brown, 1971; Jelinek and Schmid, 1982) . For example, repeated sequences with four identical nucleotides (AAAA or GGGG or CCCC or TTTT) can be matched 9.1 x 105 times in the total DNA sequence (8.3 x 107 bases) entered in GenBank (see Release 71.0 of GenBank, Bilofsky et al., 1986) . There is no doubt that the more identical nucleotides are repeated within a sequence, the more matches there will be between this sequence and human genomic DNA. Indeed, the actual value for the complexity (C) of the human genome is lower than the theoretical value given above when we take the repeated sequences into account (Williams, 1989) . However at the moment we do not know the exact value of the complexity (C) of the human genome without such repetitive DNA sequences. Therefore we take into account the actual value of the complexity (C) as the total sum of the nucleotide sequences entered into GenBank. Thus, STS primers of shorter length (L) should be useful for the sequencing of cosmid DNAs provided that the primers do not contain repeated sequences with sequences of four or more of identical nucleotides.
A total of 130 primers with different sequences and lengths were randomly designed by the JUMBLE algorithm of EuGene ~ software (Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, TX) on a Sun-4/2 computer. The randomly selected primers were divided into thirteen experimental sections that were individually assigned different numbers from four to sixteen (Table 1) . The randomly selected primers in each section were of the same length but had different sequences from one another. All of the sequences in the experimental sections were surveyed and we examined whether or not there were any matches with the total sequence (1.3 x l0 s bases) in the GenBank Release 77.0 using the Pattern-Search program of GCG software (Genetics Computer Group Sequence Analysis Software Package, University of Wisconsin, WI) on a VAX-4000 computer. The sequence of a random primer and an individual sequence entered into GenBank were assigned the letters W and U. The signal function, Sign (W, U), can be defined as follows:
Thus, it is postulated that the frequencies of matching of random primers to the Vol. 38, No. 4, 1993 total sequence in GenBank can be calculated from the following equation:
where fr(k) is the frequency of matching of random primers with a length of k nucleotides, B is a set that contains all of the sequences in GenBank, n is the number of total nucleotide sequences, S~ is jth sequence in B, Lk,i is the ith random primer from the experimental section with a length of k nucleotides, m is the number of random primers in an experimental section and is set at ten, and L*kj is an arbitrary fragment of length k that occurs in the sequence Sj. After analyzing the data for random primers, it was clear that the average number of matches was 1.2 for section 13, 0.3 for section 14, and 0 for sections 15 and 16 (see Table 1 ). The frequency of matches is shown in Fig. 1 . In other words, the randomly selected different sequences in the section 14, which contained ten random primers of 14 nucleotides each, could be matched less than once with 1.3 x 108 bases of total sequence (GenBank Release 77.0). It is evident that the complexity (C) of the human genome (3 x 109 bases) is much higher than that of human genes entered into GenBank (2.5 x 107 bases). Moreover we do not know the estimated value of the complexity (C) of human genome without any repetitive DNA sequences. However, at least we can reduce the actual value of complexity (C) by the following reasons. 1) Human genome contains 50% or more repetitive DNA sequences.
2) The total sequence in GenBank is almost specific and non-repetitive.
3) The design of STS primer without repetitive DNA sequences should be taken into account. 4) The DNA sequences entered into GenBank are under a bias to- No, ofnucleotides in random primers Fig. 1 . The frequency of matching of random primers (see Table 1 ) was calculated using the Pattern-Search program of GCG software on a VAX-4000 computer. The circles indicate the frequency of matches as described in Table 1. ward the gene sequences included the coding sequences. It is well known that only one or two percent of human genome is expressed (MacLean et al., 1983) . Thus the actual value of complexity (C) of human genome should be lower as we expected. Therefore we elected to calculate the optimum size of primers on the basis of the total sequences of genes entered into GenBank, instead of the complexity of human genome (3 x 109 bases). Thus, we propose that an STS primer of 14 nucleotides should allow specific annealing and more efficient sequencing of cosmid DNA, although we cannot rule out the possibility that the STS primer of more than 14 nucleotides is optimum for direct sequencing of human genomic DNA clones of larger insert size. Both 5'-and 3'-flanking sequences of STS markers (Tang et al., 1992) were used as primers for amplification of DNA with the DNA thermal cycler in the presence of human placental DNA (Fig. 2) . Amplified fragments of DNA were recovered and used as probes for selection of cosmid clones from a 153Ega3 hybrid cell genomic library (Patterson et at., 1985) . One cosmid clone (pC511, Fig. 3a ) that contained sequences homologous to the pPW511-1H DNA marker (Locus D21S52, accession number M94593) was chosen. An STS primer of 13, 14, or 15 nucleotides was designed on the basis of pPW511-1H and used for direct sequencing of pC511 cosmid DNA (Table 2 and Fig. 3 ). It was obvious that DNA of pC511 could easily be sequenced using the STS primers of 14 or 15 nucleotides ( Fig. 3b ; lanes 4 and 5). However, the STS primer of 13 nucleotides was inadequate for generation of distinct bands during nucleotide sequencing ( Fig. 3b ; lane 3) presumably because of mismatches between primer and template DNA. By using this method, STS primers of 12, 13, 14, or 15 nucleotides were designed by reference to nucleotide sequences of other DNA markers (pPW512-6B, pPW513-5H, pPW267C, pPW552-3H) on the basis of rule as described by Williams (1989) and were then used for direct sequencing of corresponding cosmid clones (pC512, pC513, pC267, pC552-2). Details of the sequencing of DNA with different STS primers are shown in Table 2 . Clearly, there were no problems associated with direct sequencing of cosrnid cloned DNA with all 14-mer STS primers, but > 5 0~ of DNA samples failed to give distinct bands of nucleotides on gels when 13-met or 12-mer STS primers were used. Moreover, the 14-mer STS primers for direct sequencing of cosmid cloned DNA always gave distinct bands of nucleotides on gels as far as we have sequenced more than one hundred cosmid cloned DNAs (data not shown). It is also possible that the nucleotide at the Y-end of the oligonucleotide primer may influence the priming ability of different primers to cosmid DNA clones because the primers ending in purines provide more efficient priming. This effect could be more exaggerated in the case of shorter primers. Thus in attempt to exclude this possibility, we analyzed the priming capability of the different composition of the 3'-end of the oligonucleotide primers, especially to compare the sequence preference of the purine and the pyrimidine residue at the 3'-end of the primer. As shown in lanes 4 to 12 in Table 2 , the optimum shorter STS primers for the direct sequencing of cosmid cloned DNA was 14 nucleotides in both cases with either the purine or the pyrimidine residue at the 3'-end. Thus, these data clearly demonstrated that the hypothetical frequency of matching of random primers in Table 1 adequately represents the frequency of matches generated by the STS primers used here (Table 2) .
It is generally accepted that STS primers of 15-20 nucleotides can be used as primers for sequencing of DNA. However, an STS primer of 14 nucleotides is shorter and less expensive and easier to synthesize than a longer one. Moreover, an STS primer of 14 nucleotides can be used more efficiently for direct sequencing of cosmid recombinant clones without problems because it is specific and anneals more easily to large pieces of DNA. Taken together, our results suggest that the optimal length of an STS primer is 14 nucleotides for "direct sequencing," especially under the condition of the ambient temperature of annealing with large DNA inserts, such as P1 phage cloned DNA, yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) DNA and cosmid cloned DNA (see Table 2 and unpublished data).
The information about STSs in a database can be obtained easily and can help us to isolate the respective YAC clones or cosmid recombinant clones. It has also been known that large pieces of DNA that contain important genes can be sequenced directly without any intermediate molecular-cloning steps. Our results indicate that direct sequencing of cosmid cloned DNA, with an optimized STS primer of 14 nucleotides without any mismatches, will be useful for construction of a long-range physical map of human chromosomes.
